Unpacking Better
eCommerce Shipping
Experiences for SMBs
Consumers spent more than $2.67 trillion on the top 100 online marketplaces in 2020¹,
and this trend toward online spending shows no signs of slowing down. With up to $151
billion in annual sales on the line², SMBs are recognizing the critical importance of creating
great shipping experiences for their online consumers.

In the past year...
60% of SMBs experienced shipping
mishaps requiring them to file an
insurance claim

Of the SMBs that
experienced issues:

Consumers tell a
similar story, with:

63%

74%

experienced lost or
damaged packages

reporting lost or
damaged packages

48%

12%

reporting theft
after delivery

experienced theft
after delivery

Unsurprisingly, this has caused challenges for
81% of SMBs, who are already operating on thin margins.

Top among them are...

50%

51%

45%

Lost time resolving
customer concerns
with damaged or
lost packages

Financial loss
due to shipping
replacement
merchandise

Loss of a
sale and/or
customer

44%
Canceled
orders

42%

Negative consumer
reviews damaging
reputation

SMBs are also frustrated by lengthy claims processes that
often result in denials. On average, SMBs spend an average
of 72 minutes dealing with a claim and they wait an
average of 18 days to get resolution.

Top frustration drivers include...

65%
The lengthy
claims
process

64%
Having to
prove the
carrier is
at fault

63%
Having to
do multiple
follow-ups to
get a claim
approved

61%
Extensive
paperwork
required

58%
Claims not
paid in full

53%
Very few
claims get
approved

Unboxing Better Experiences to
Bolster Your Bottom Line
Consumers have come to expect exceptional shipping
experiences from retail giants and SMBs alike.
Consumers confirm a sub-par shipping experience can
deter purchasing from SMBs online:

38%

are likely to fault the company they
purchased from for any shipping
issues and a majority would turn to
the SMB directly for resolution

37%

are unlikely to buy from an SMB
again if they experience issues in the
shipping experience, resulting in
$56B of potential lost sales annually

of consumers

of consumers

Consumers find the following mishaps “frustrating” or
“very frustrating”:

55%
Porch
piracy

54%

52%

Wrong
merchandise

Lost
package

49%

45%

Damaged
package

Delayed
package

Still, SMBs can recapture $35 billion in potential lost sales
by improving the shipping experience for consumers:

23% of consumers
said they would
remain a customer
of an SMB only if
they make quick
reparations

...yet today, 71% of
consumers have
to wait between
1 and 2 weeks to
receive a replacement
or refund

The Brighter Side
of Shipping
SMBs have the opportunity to deliver excellence when
shipping mishaps occur.
94% of SMBs would be willing to pay a fee for shipping
insurance that has better coverage and a higher claims
approval rate, with payment made in 4-7 days
Over 70% of SMBs believe that insurance can enable
them to provide good customer support, with full and
fast refunds, and repayment for expedited shipping costs

UPS Capital is helping SMBs provide exceptional
experiences with InsureShield™ shipping insurance.
Easily protect packages, profits, and
reputation, regardless of carrier
Reship or refund with confidence, knowing
most claims are paid in 4 days or less³
Choose from transactional, annual or
rules-based coverage
Accessible through upscapital.com/quote
or popular platforms and apps, like Shopify

For more information,
please visit upscapital.com
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1 | Digital Commerce 360
2 | Unless otherwise noted, all statistics used herein are derived from or based on information contained in the 2021 Post-Shipment Experience Study, which is a
compilation of two independent studies conducted by Evalueserve and Dynata in March and April, 2021, respectively, on behalf of UPS Capital.
3 | Figures are based on aggregate claims data collected by UPS Capital during the period of four consecutive fiscal quarters ended March 31, 2021.

